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As I write my Outgoing
Message my term as Chair has
expired. I thoroughly enjoyed
working for this wonderful
Section and urge others to accept the honor should it be
offered. It is a lot of time and
effort, but the experience and
rewards make it worthwhile.
You will work with similarly
motivated and dedicated fellow officers willing to devote
Carl Howard
four short years to the effort.
I am the last of the five-year officers (an important trivia
answer that, no doubt, will surface in future NYSBA
crossword puzzles). In my case I want to thank my fellow
officers, First Vice-Chair Kevin Reilly, Treasurer Terresa
Bakner, and Secretary Michael Lesser. As I step aside (and

First, I wanted to commend
the Outgoing Chair, Carl Howard, for his successful year. I especially enjoyed the Fall Meeting in beautiful Lake Placid. As
I write this column, I am happy
to report that the state of the
Section is good, although subject to some challenges which
we are taking in hand. I am
joined in the Cabinet by officers
who not only have deep Section
experience but who also bring
Kevin Reilly
considerable legal experience
from a variety of backgrounds to the task. Our Vice-Chair
Terresa Bakner, of Whiteman Osterman & Hanna, brings to
the table a ready knowledge of current environmental issues from the perspective of a practicing lawyer who repre-
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join as Co-Chair the Global Climate Change Committee
with Michael Gerrard, Ginny Robbins and Kevin Healy)
all the officers move up a step and Kevin becomes the
new Chair, while Laurie Silberfeld joins the Cabinet as
Secretary. We are in good and capable hands.
I have spent a good deal of my time as Chair focused
on the threat of climate change. Together with Megan
Brillault and Kristen Wilson of the Pollution Prevention Committee (P2), I developed a Questionnaire and I
asked you all to complete it. About 1% of you did so (109
of approximately 1,100). I shared with you all via email
the results of that survey. I was heartened to hear back
from so many of you that you share my concern about
climate change and that you were doing what you could
to reduce your carbon footprint. My message was that we
must fight this threat on every front. We must do what
we can as individuals every minute of every day and
the Questionnaire was designed to help highlight all the
things we do every day that have carbon implications.
Once we have taken the threat and the fight to heart we
are more likely to advance the political representatives
who share our values who will promote and enact the
legislation we need but are not getting. Politicians follow,
they do not lead. We need to lead and many of us are doing so and must continue to do so until we succeed.
Recently, there have been some encouraging developments. The four most recent EPA Administrators appointed by Republican Presidents, William Ruckelshaus
(twice), Lee Thomas, William Reilly, and Christine Whitman, jointly published an opinion piece in the New York
Times (Aug. 2, 2013) in which they said, “There is no longer any credible scientific debate about the basic facts: our
world continues to warm, with the last decade the hottest
in modern records, and the deep ocean warming faster
than the earth’s atmosphere. Sea level is rising. Arctic Sea
ice is melting years faster than projected.”
Given the intransigence of the Republican Party in
Washington, this is no small statement. And as an EPA
employee nearing three decades of service, I am proud
of my Agency and the good work we do. Many of our
regulations and programs have been challenged in court
but what has emerged is the most effective enforcement
program in the world, and our air, water and natural resources, human health and the environment are the better
for it. Now we likely will enter a much bigger battle as
we move, out of necessity, toward the regulation of greenhouse gases.
The former Administrators went on to say:
a market-based approach, like a carbon
tax, would be the best path to reducing greenhouse-gas emissions, but that
is unachievable in the current political
2

gridlock in Washington. Dealing with this
political reality, President Obama’s June
climate action plan lays out achievable
actions that would deliver real progress.
He will use his executive powers to require reductions in the amount of carbon
dioxide emitted by the nation’s power
plants and spur increased investment in
clean energy technology, which is inarguably the path we must follow to ensure
a strong economy along with a livable
climate.
I agree. So, while the Republican Party is obstructing any legislation favorable to moving away from fossil
fuels and toward sustainable energy, it is heartening to
hear such clear statements from my former bosses. And
yet, when climate change was first accepted as a concern
by the majority (63%) of those surveyed in 1989, twentyfive years later guess what percentage of those surveyed
thought it was a problem? Seventy percent? Sixty-five?
Try fifty-eight! Fifty-eight! While the science continues to
present the reality of climate change into a proven fact,
the forces manufacturing doubt, based on nothing but
empty propaganda, dangerous, irresponsible propaganda, have been winning. Astounding.
The most recent report of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change states in the strongest language
they have used to date that it is 95% to 100% confident
that human activity is the primary influence on planetary
warming. As the world’s leading scientists continue to
issue increasingly clear statements, together with the
steady bombardment of record weather-related warm
spells, draughts, fires, floods, storms, and other disasters,
more and more people get the message that this is real
and we have to deal with it. And so there remains hope
that our elected officials will feel the heat and enact the
kind of legislation we need (i.e., a carbon tax).
One important action we can all undertake was not
mentioned in the Questionnaire and that is to divest entirely from any holding we may have in any company involved in the use or production of fossil fuels. Many colleges and universities and other responsible bodies have
taken this important step. In fact, the divestiture movement has gained traction on over 300 college campuses.
Six of these institutions—San Francisco State University
Foundation, Hampshire College, Unity College, Sterling
College, College of the Atlantic, and Green Mountain
College—have announced plans to divest. Others have
divested, too, including cities such as Seattle, San Francisco, Providence, and a church (The United Church of
Christ). I would like to have our Section formally request
that NYSBA divest and I hereby extend the idea and the
(continued on page 69)
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request to the ELS membership to do likewise in both
your personal and professional capacities including any
organization with which you are affiliated. This is one
of the most powerful actions you can undertake and the
time to act is now.
Divestiture proved a key tool in the fight against
apartheid in South Africa, and as we fight now to stave
off the terrible threats from climate change we would be
wise to take this powerful step and send as clear a message as we can that we will not wait to see how bad climate change may get. To risk the wholesale chemical alteration of the ocean, which is already measurably warmer and 30% more acidic than it was just 40 years ago, is to
risk the alteration of the food chain on which the majority
of life on earth depends. The warming of the ocean affects
global weather patterns to which the entire planet is subject. And a warmer ocean evaporates more readily, releasing more water vapor to the point where our atmosphere
is also 40% wetter than it was 40 years ago. Warmer temperatures and more rain decreases agricultural productivity and makes it harder to grow grain. Corn won’t fertilize in such warmth. Thus we are undermining our food
base on both land and sea. So, who are the radicals now?
Those of us who wish to preserve life and the ecosystems
with which we have evolved? Or those who wish to continue business as usual and alter the chemical composition of the ocean and the temperature of the planet? I’d go
with the real conservatives on this one.
Not only must we divest our personal and professional holdings in the oil and gas industry, but we must
promote alternative, sustainable energy use, and resist
the continued use of fossil fuels. That means we must
continue to urge the President to ban the XL Pipeline from
crossing the U.S. boarder and we must press Governor
Cuomo to make permanent the ban on hydrofracking in
New York State. Vermont has banned hydrofracking, as
has Quebec and France. When leading scientists such as
James Hansen, long a leader and hero in the environmental community especially in the field of climate change,
says that if we allow the dirty tar sands to be dug up and
burned it will be “game over” for resisting the worst of
the threats from climate change. This is not hyperbole.
Nor is it coming from me, your Chair. The world’s leading scientists are talking about genuine threats to human
civilization. They have earned the right to be heeded.
Some argue that hydrofracking produces natural gas
which burns “cleaner” than conventional oil and gas and
therefore is an improvement, a “bridge.” But it is a bridge
to nowhere and such arguments miss the point. Our future, the future of a planet conducive to life as we know
it, with relatively predictable weather patterns, growing
seasons and stable borders, depends on a carbon level in
the atmosphere around 350 parts per million. We have

recently exceeded 400 ppm and we are rising about 2
ppm per year. Just burning the fossil fuel in Canada’s Tar
Sands alone, according to Mr. Hansen, will push us from
400 ppm to 540 ppm. As I’ve noted in my earlier journal
columns, the last time we were at 400 ppm was the Pliocene era about three million years ago, which produced
sea levels that reached anywhere from 15 feet to 130 feet
above today’s ocean level. And, as I’ve noted, we are
well on our way to 500–700 ppm and virtually no climate
change scientist anywhere in the world not affiliated with
the oil and gas industry thinks that human civilization
can survive with any resemblance to today’s world at
those carbon levels. We must move away from fossil fuels
and that includes natural gas.
I’ve been a member of this Section for over 25 years
and I’ve never heard any Section discussion of environmental threats such as those we all face now. We are in
unchartered waters. The effects of climate change may
kill 20 million people by 2030. Recently, historically high
flooding in Pakistan displaced over 20 million people.
That is like evacuating everyone between Boston and
Baltimore. This is the scale we are dealing with and it is
only the beginning. It is up to each of us to recognize this
threat and act accordingly. And act we must because if
Congress has proven anything over the past few years it
is that the power to block change is much easier to wield
than that required to enact change. But as long as we have
a democracy we have hope that the power of the individual can rise above the power of moneyed interests. To
achieve this lofty goal we need leadership and education
and our Section can play a major role on both fronts.
From the Questionnaire I know that some of you are
not convinced. Some of you think the threats are overblown, that distinguished leaders such as Al Gore are not
to be trusted. We disagree on this. All I can do is hope
that you will continue to read the reports that I see at the
Agency and that are readily available to the public and
easily found online. The facts speak for themselves. No
matter where you look you will see evidence of climate
change-induced alterations in the steady climb of global
temperatures, earlier migrations in fall of birds, fish, even
insects, and earlier returns in spring, earlier blooms of
flowers in spring, and later onset of snow in fall, decreasing snowcaps and melting glaciers, and altitudinal migration upwards of flora and fauna seeking to germinate
in temperatures such species have evolved with. The increasing number of storms and their increasing ferocity is
precisely what climate change models have predicted on
a global scale. Ice core and ancient seabed analysis reveals
a warming planet and ancient sea level marks dramatically illustrate how high the seas were the last time carbon
exceeded 400 ppm. Already there are tens of millions of
environmental refugees fleeing rising tides and lands that
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are no longer arable. Such patterns and countless others
have been observed and described for decades. It is well
past time we took notice and responded. As educated
lawyers in a position to lead, our failure to do so would
be inexcusable.
The programs our Section put on over the past year
touched on some of these issues and many others. I want
to thank the many Section members who devoted their
time and energy to make such programs a success (and
I apologize for any unintentional omissions of those
deserving thanks): the Co-Chairs of the annual January
meeting in New York City, Marla Wieder and Michael
Zarin; and the CLE folks who helped put on so many CLE
programs including Jim Rigano, Jim Periconi and Maureen Leary. Thanks to our Membership Committee Rob
Stout and Jason Kaplan for their efforts which again led
to our Section being awarded by NYSBA for our efforts
to recruit more minority members, and thank you to Joan
Matthews and John Greenthal for their efforts to ensure
minority participation on our panels at our programs. I
also want to recognize Peter Casper, Yelann Momot, and
Walter Mugdan who did excellent work for the Section’s
Minority Fellowship Program.
This year’s Legislative Forum was another wellattended, successful, event and I thank Mike Lesser, John
Parker, Drew Wilson and Jeff Brown for their efforts. And,
of course, thanks to Miriam Villani for this wonderful
Journal. Wendy Marsh, Doug Zamelis and Gary Bowitch
put on a wonderful Oil Spill Symposium, and Howard
Tollin deserves extra thanks for representing the Section
at both the House of Delegates and the Section Council.
Finally, I wish to praise Terresa Bakner not only for her

outstanding work as a Section officer, but for going above
and beyond co-chairing both the Annual and Fall Meetings. Well done and thanks to all.
As Chair it was my honor to present awards on behalf
of the Section and remember some of our former members and dear friends. I presented a plaque and Certificate
of Remembrance to Hat Savage, Art’s wife, and at the Annual Meeting Professor Nick Robinson spoke for the Section in recalling Art’s important work preserving portions
of the Adirondack Mountains and serving as our Section’s
first Chair in 1981. I presented a plaque and Certificate
of Remembrance expressing the love many of us had
for Drayton Grant. And I awarded the Adirondack Wild
a plaque recognizing its great work in environmental
education and protection in the Adirondacks (as a winter
“46er” the Adirondacks is one of my favorite places on
earth). I presented certificates recognizing the outstanding work of J. Cullen Howe (our first Blogger), and Janice
Dean for her work with the Membership Committee. And
I presented a certificate to Zaheer H. Tajani, winner of
the Minority Fellowship. Thank you to the 2012 Awards
Committee, Barry Kogut (Chair), Miriam Villani, Lou
Alexander and Laurie Silberfeld.
The past year has been a busy and a productive one
for our Section and next year will be more of the same.
Thank you all for your support and tolerance. I’ll sit
down now and while I won’t necessarily be any quieter,
at least this will be my final message as Chair. It has been
a pleasure. Perhaps the pleasure has been all mine, but it
has been a pleasure nevertheless.
Carl R. Howard
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